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Reading between the lines: the
imprinted spaces of Sutapa Biswas

For two weeks  in May I travelled  around the  coast of England. Scotland, Wales
and Ireland in  a cruise boat. My ticket had been bought for  me by a woman  of
eighty-five, my mother’s  dearest friend, and one of mine, too,  who wanted to  travel
in  comfort while showing me British medieval castles, and eighteenth-century to
modern homes, estates  and gatdens.

I discovered abruptly when we joined the cruise that the boat’s passengers
were exclusively white, mostly in their seventies and eighties; that its staff  of ste-
wards, stewardesses, waiters  and rank-and-file &lots  wete  all ftom  the Philippines:
and that the ship’s tanking officers were Scandinavian and German. During  the
next  two  weeks  I oscillated between gratitude to  my friend for her  generosity,
curiosity about the  cultural meanings of the sites we visited, and political shock.
I felt as  if I was  on a boat in the  last days of the Empire. But, eqdy, I was con-
Fronted with contemporary international versions of c&mialism.

I have never  worked  through the implications of my personal and emo-
tional relationship to  B&in’s  colonial past.  Given the particularities of my
upbringing and my way of living in  America it was not until this cruise that I had
wet been so literally,  intimately and personally confined within  such a classic C&J-
nial  experience. My parents  were left-wing and anti-colonialist, and I attended a
highly progressive school  with an international student body. I later studied at the
London School of Economics, and then left fat  America  where I now  live in a cul-
turally diverse community After the cruise I returned to  London and there -
obsessively, and in hindsight sutprisingly  unconscious of its  impulses - began to
immerse  myself for the first time in the history of the cultural  exploits of the
British Empire. I purchased I’&  &zj:  Indin and rbt  British,  160~1947,  a catalogue  of
a huge exhibition at the Natioxxd  Pot&t  Gallery  in London in ,990. I went  to  the
Victoria and Albert Museum - a few days before I bad seen  Edward Said on
English  television remarking that ‘museums are  the archives of the Empire’ - and
saw  its famous I&an collection, which had begun to  be assembled in  the eight-
eenth century,  the days of the dr jato  rule of Bengal by the English East India
Company. I also  went to the British Museum, another  ‘Empire archive’, to see an
abibition of Benin sculptme,  much of it taken from  Nigeria after the British



sacked Lagos, the Benin capital, in 1897,  killing many of its inhabitants. Bringing
Benin art to England was  part of a systemztic  attempt to subvert a politicly  and
cultural  revival in the Benin kingdom. Surely there is a parallel to this in In&
history? I went  from  museum to museum, bookstore to bookstore, reading a
mixture of art, political and cultural history texts.

It wan  during this intense time (I was  still staying with my eighty-five-
year-old friend) that I spent an illuinating  afternoon with Sutapa  Biswas.  We sat
for hours in an English pub talking about the Empire, India, history, culture, race,
and gender: and we talked, too, about what  we were  doing in our  respective work.
Biswas  had grown increasingly impatient with the relentless stream  of publications
m the cultural  and artistic impact  of colonialism on India, regardless  of the often
?&idly  correct tone  of the authors. A year ago (190)  she received a gram  to
:esearch  the influence of Indian art on the West She is now  conceptualising  an
&ibition  that may include loans from the Victoria and Albert Museum’s Indian
dlection.  We talked about cultural cross-currents, cultural  exchanges and multi-
de  cultural identities and homes as well as cultural  imperialism and post-colo-
dism.  In many wayswe  continued a conversation that had started when we tirst
net in the fall of 1990  when Biswas  participated in the ‘Disputed Identities’ exhibi-
ion held at Camerawork,  a San Francisco gallery.

The ‘colonia’ boat experience continued to haunt me after I returned to
he USA. It dramatically brings forth, like some giant visual  allegory, the albatross

of the colonial heritage of my own culture. In a recent phone conversation with
Bisws,  she spoke about synapse as  a metaphor for this Canadian exhibition and
laughed as  she amplified  it, ‘In other words, undefined territory’. Perhaps  the expe-
riences  of looking and  thinkiig  about Biswas’s  work and the process of this diary-
lie  essay combined with the ‘manory’  images of the colonial-cruise episode, will
encourage new impulses to be transmitted in this undefined, unruly terrain of
multiple cultural identities which  I inhabit more and more by choice.

I real% that  this is the first errensive  piece of writing I have embarked
on-the metaphor of a journey is most apt - since my visit to England An inter-
esting coincidence that it should be about Biswas.

30  September ,991,  Berkeley, California

.~ynaprr  se r i es  pho tographs  (e igh t  OUL  of the r&s’ twelve)  came Federal  Erpress a fen’
days ago from England together wttb  a package of slides and rexs.  B~swas  1s  SO
complex and layered an artist that I chink  tt  might be easier, even reassuring, for me
first  to  immerse  myself in these texts  wntcen  by her and writings on her rather than
in looking. I might  read rhem  to  tind  a theoretical context for my looking, in order
to  avoid cultural and political pitfalls in my essay. BY  readmg the texts ,  I  might  begin

co wres t le  wirh  the  recent bombardment of rheoy’(in  anthropology,  l i t e ra ture ,  and
and art s tud ies ) tha t  rakes  an  ques t ions  of  cu l tura l  difference  colomalism,



imperialism and post-colonialism. I might begin by studying B&wash  art in tetm.s  of
concepts of representation and artistic practices in England and India, posrmodetn-
ist and deconstructive  strategies, distinctions between foregrounding  and subtexts,
the concept of ‘the  other’, and the notion of the woman’s body as a site of cult&
discourse. Instead, I have elected to begin this encountet  with B&as  - which I hope
will  become a conversation - by recording my immediate responses to the Synapse
series  photographs.

In some of the Syupse  series photographs a nude woman  ‘holds’ memory
images: these are projected slides supported ot cradled by her hands, or resting
upright against her bare stomach. They  are of people  standing in water, e&&es
in a landscape, scaffolded fiqade  of a building  and fragments  of figurative  sculp-
ture.  In other photographs, the woman hers&is  ‘held’ by simila images.  In one
she lies curled up on her side, with her cheek resting on her hands, her eyes open.
She reclines on  a strangely slanted stone bed, a sculptured female  figure  at her feet
Is she showing or displaying these memory kg- to us?  Protecting them  with her
own body? Being protected by them? How does memory work here, and how shall
I read these images of a woman and her world? Is  this the world of ‘a wornad,  of
‘Woman’, or of Sutapa  B&was?  Of an Indian woman in  an Indian world, or an
abstract portrait of human  presence in a world of nature and art?

Some of Biswas’s images remind me of x-rays. Such exposure both on and
of the body evokes the vuhxrability  of a woman  in a hospital examination, and the
possible disclosues that  may  result from such an investigation.

Perhaps most apparent of all in the series is the sense of a constantly shift-
ing terrain of the body, of the landscape, of the buildings, of the art and of man-
&es. Restful and restless multiple perspectives.

As I reflect on these representations of a woman crossing and exploring
space and time, the words drcm, brauty  and bomr  keep recurring in my mind.

In my Oxfid  Amrriran  Dirti~nary  I find this definition: dream  n. I a series
of pi-es or events in a sleeping person’s mind. L the stare  of mind of one dream-
ing or daydreaming, ~5  around in a dream 3 an ambition, an ideal. 4 a beautiful
person ot thing.

To speak of beauty in art seems almost forbidden these days, yet Biswas’s
art ir beautiful. There are, however, so many loaded cultural readings in viewing
beaq for example,  the woman’s body as object of desire, the alienating and racist
history of Oriental exoticism, and the voyeurism of the ‘male gaze’ in so much
Western art. It is not accidentA  that Biswas’s work allows us a sense of pleasure
but sim~taneously  reminds us  of our  boundaries; there is an edge to the work, a
treading  of a iine  line. Since cultural discourse ha tested the parameters of
Eurocentric  art history, one must now consider these issues within an interna-
tional framework:  a synthesis of a tmnscultural  experience. This is the space in
which Biswas  lives and makes  her arc

The title for my essay, ‘Reading Between the Lines: The Imprinted
Spaces of Sumpa  B&was’,  came to me yesterday while  she and I were talking long-
distance on the phone about the nature of exile  and home. Since she was three
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and a half years old, she has lived in England, not India where she was born in
1962. I, on the other hand who was born in England in qj+ have now lived in
North America since my early twenties. We both locate ourselves in dual cultural
homes. We both work out of a passion to deal with issues that am  tramcultural.
For me, Biswas’s tecent  art and thinking provides a liberating space at arms length
from  certain prevalent theoretical ccmstructs  in contemporary discourse, despite
her most sophisticated awareness not only  of their existence but aIso of their
impact on her.
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Today I have looked for the first time at B&as’s own typed statement about the pro-
posed exhibition. About the title, S~tqe, she explains: ‘This m medical tetmr  is the
anatomical relation of one nerve cell with another, the junction at which a nerve
impulse is transferred, which is affected at &ous points by contact of their branch-
ing ptocesse~.  The state of shrinkage or relaxation at these pomts  (synapses) 1s sup-
posed in some cases to determine the readmess  with which a netvous  impulse 1s
transmitted from  one part of the nervous system  to another:  Biswas’s recurrmg
fascination with scientific and medical terminology is connected to her general inter-
est in the technological world. Interestingly, her brothers and sisters  are  all research
scientists.

In her text there is a striking use of nmms  and verbs about eachanges
conjunctions, proximities, and shifts from one system to the next in her text.
Perhaps most interesting to me is the idea of ‘shrinkage or r&&on’  as  the
synapse points, which may determine the readiness ofthe transmission of impulses
from one  system to  the next.

Biswas stresses  ‘the  notion of synapse as a metaphor for the human condi-
tion wth particular refcrencc  to the experience  of memon;.  Synaprr  here LS  symbal~c

of an undefined territory or  space. Memory 1s itself of a shifting  nature, vcotd  m
places, with blmd  spots, Desire becomes an unporrant  element in rhis process.
Sometimes connected to real experience, conceptually it E an imagmed  space or ter-
ritory: She goes  on to speculate on the work’s  ‘complex dialogue between “real” and
“imagined” spaces’.

Memory and desire. Undefined territory/space. The teal  and the imag-
ined.

How is memory transferred? What contacts are made in memory between
‘real’ and ‘imagined’ spaces? In the Sylnaprr  installation, Biswas creates an in-
between zone, a space inhabited by a woman on whose body are  imprinted memory
images. Hers arc  of India, and any visitor to the exhibition space will surely think
of India But  while in her world, her visitors may also speculate about theirs. Her
work may make us think of our own relationships to memory and desire, about
the processes in the triggering, transferring and transforming of our  memories.

I  am increasingly immersed in  the effect of Biswasi  metaphors on me. I
an drawn to the ptocess  of ‘journey’ in her work, and the placing and mapping of



the frap~nt~  of her memories. It is becoming a b&&g act to write on Bis-
and yet also  locate myself within all this.

Biswas  has been influenced by early Indian miniature paintings, ad by eight-
een th :  2nd  nineteenfi-century  Indian re l ig ious  maps  of  s i tes  and landscape,  which
contam detaled  drawmgs  of  the  prof i les  of  temple  bui ldings  and their  su r round ings
Inhab i ted  by  small f&res and animals.

At  this nmnent  in the process, she envisions a component of ‘mapping’; she
likens the tracing of maps to  the  t rac ing of  memories .  She wri tes  that  ‘ l ike  nota t ions
i n  a diary, I  may in$l an aer ia l - l ike  view of  an incomplete  map,  landscape- l ike .  A
topographical rrlatronship  is important to the notion of memory in char,  likewise,
InemoIles occupy a sense of landscape’.

In my mind; eye I imagine an aerial view that  cm provide an overall 3e-e
of these landscapes of  memory  and desire .  How does one learn to f ly  over  them,
to  ~oryey  the*,fro* above? (When I showed a draft of this essay to Lucy Lippard,
she sad  it remmded  her of the ancient Peruvian  Nazca earth  patterns, which are
mmt  ~dable  from  the air, and also of Shaker  inspirationa  drawings.)

Biswas ends her speculations by writing that ‘the  rhemes of migrarion,
separat ion and displacement  which echo throughout  a re  nor s t ra ightforward equa-
nom  b u t  are,  in fact,  delmeated  by repeated confl icts ,  between near  and far ,  int imacy
and estm~gement, in tegra t ion  and  a l i ena t ion  and  be tween  p leasure  and  pan’ .
Migme  Y  I CO  leave one place and settle in another. L (of animals,  birds) to go
periodically from one place to another, living in each place for part of a year.

L October lggr

Today I am rereading a special issue of the  quarterly publication SF Camemwrk
devoted to the ‘Disputed Identities’ exhibition, and discussing irs rich range of
American and English work. In her essay ‘What Are We Doing Here? Culturai
Difference in  Photographic Theory and Prac t i ce ’ ,  Jud i th  Wi l son  quo tes  from a stare-
mem by  Bi swas :  ‘ I  warn  peop le  to  research into  my cul ture ,  as  I’ve  been  do ing  in to
European and Western  culture:

This brings up the whole notion of ‘cultural  homework’, a task for the
critic writing acmw~  cultures.

The package Biswaz  has sem me contains nores from an unpublished ,990
autobiographical essay. In 1981, at the age of eighteen, she began to  study art at Leeds
LJniverslty.  In its theory-based programme  she encountered the art of Artemisia
Gentiles&, Edward Hopper  and Robert Rauscbenberg,  amongst others. She was
drawn also to notions of European and American art/life theories of&e 196~ and
1970s  and to early performance history. The ideas of the European Situatiomstr
attracted her: that lively, contentious. anarchistic and loosely structured international
group that emerged in, the late 1950s and was officially dissolved in ,972,  Equally, she
studed  the Happenmgs  movement, and was  especially intrigued with Claes
Oldenburg’s events.  At a certain point, she experimented with performance work
herself. Twice she presented Kab  (1984-85) to a single invited instructor at the college.

Each watched,  head hooded,  and seated  in  a  chai r  around which a  c i rc le  had been
painted on the  f loor ,  demarcat ing his /her  ter r i tory .  Each was  enve loped  by  a  b lend
of  masks,  puppets- l i fe-s ize and miniature-and taped languages,  Beng&  and Bantu.
For Biswas (and, as Griselda Pollock discusses m her catalogue  essay, for her instruc-
tors ,  too)  this  performance vu  a  p ivota l  asser t ion  of  her  own ideas  about  a r t  and
culture in the context of the mtellecm~y  heady but simultaneously deeply
Eurocentr ic  focu  of the Leeds art  department.  (For me, there are parallels  between
this ear ly  Kali  event  and Synapse-  both have s t rong performance e lements ,  se t  up cul-
tural worlds of language and symbols, and invoke issues of territory, literal and meta-
physical.)

It was  also  in 1984 that Biswas began to work on her first major piece,
Hmmw~ver  with  Steak-Knrves  - a huge painting in which a modern Kali-esque woman
confronts the viewer. This painting is the beginmng  of a group of canvases (1985-88)
about Indian women whose characters, moods and voices are suggested by their  titles:
As  I Stood, Lisrmd  and W&d;  IVY  Feling~ Wirr  Th Mman  LA  Nor  For Burning, Last  Mayo tn
Pnris;  a n d  77~  Only  God Indm

I reread Gilaoe  Tawadros on Biswas  in her powerful  I$hini Zxt essay
‘Beyond the  Boundary:  The Work of  Three Black Women Art is ts  in  Bri ta in’ .  She
writes that  ‘Biswas’s &uviwr  defies the distinction drawn between the private
and avowedly ‘feminine domest ic  sphere,  in th i s  case  exemplified  by  the  k i t chen ,
and the public, allegedly “masculine”  domain of political action . . [Q . I&
Only  Gad  Indian  (1985)  . a[n] Indian woman is sitting watching the relevi-
sion, quietly peeling a potato wbicb has metamorphosed into an uncanny resem-
blance to the former Home Secretary, Leon B&an  Kitchen utensi ls  have become
the  tools of defiance where the  domest ic  space is  conceived as  the  arena in which
the hegemonic  order  is  contes ted?

Tawadros’s  text  makes me consider the relationship of these painted
domest ic  spaces  and iconogaphies  to  those  of  the  Synapse  installation.  Sorely  this
new space constitutes an extension of B&as’s  explorations of the notion of the
domest ic  space of  women,  ‘ the  arena in  which the  hegemonic  order  i s  contes ted’ .

Domestic  adj. I of the home or household or family affairs.  L  of one’s
country, not foreign o*  international

In 1987 Biswas  re turned co India for  the f i rs t  t ime in twenv-one  years,  virit-
ing among other  places  the  cave  temples of Ajanta  and El lora ,  and the temple sculp-
tures of Orissa and Kbajuraba. She also visited the  fawn where she had been raised as
a young child. It was during this visit to India tbar she cook slides of the temple rcolp-
tore,  bui ld ings ,  landscapes  and people ,  images  that  were  la ter  to  appear  in  Synapr~.

In  Sanrineketban,  among the belongings  of  her  grandmother  who had died
before B&as  could see her,  she found an image of Kali.  The tunic  was exact ly  the
same as the  one  in  her  1985  pa in t ing .  ‘The  thought  of  having carr ied this inform.+
in my subconscious  f rom such ear ly  infancy was bound to  have  repercussions in my
work.’

This is a vivid literal example of memory imprint+  and imprinting is
shortly to become a major theme, visually and metaphorically,  for B&was  in  her  a r t .



Imprint n. a mark  made by pressing ot St-ping a surface: tbr imprint $a
fiat,  a footprin+  Imprint Y to impress ot stamp  a mark on.
To  be imprinted upon, to have a mark stamped upon
passive
To imprint the surface, to make a mark
active
The imprinting  of spaces
Space(s)
reflective and meditative
real and metaphorical
spiritnal  and secular
public and domestic
cultural and personal
The spaces in Indian towns, temples and landscapes, and in English, American and
Canadian galleries
The space of my Berkeley home in  which B&as  and I are to meet

lb19  November ,991.  Visit of Sutapa  Biswas

She has  brought the Synaprr  project with her. As we unwrap  the works and spread
them out informally on my living-room floor, we talk  about the history of their
evolution.

Biswas had returned &om  her 1986-87  visit to  India with sevetal  hundred
slides: ‘The ttanspatencies  were both records of memories and potential taw
material. I was very conscious that I didn’t want to use them  in  any nostalgic way.
In 1989, with this archive of slide transparencies, I began to work with screen
prints. I was drawn to the physical and aesthetic qualities of the litbo  film used in
the screen-printing process. I was drawn to the idea of being able to see either side
if one held them up to the  light - in this sense, they were membrane-like. I was
trying to reinvent a way of using a photographic material, allowing the viewer to
experience it but shifting the context:

In 1989, two years after her Indian visit, Biswas  created lnfritotiom  ojrhr  .&~a
-She to a LAstant  Rehve.  In the first  version of this  in England, three  litbo  tram-
patencies  of an Indian woman and child (B’m.as’s  aunt and her daughter) wete  hung
suspended some three  feet in front of the  gallery  wall - which provided, as the artist
stresses, ‘enough space for viewers to pass between, their  own shadows becoming part
of the dynamics of the piece’. These transpatem  photographs were  lit so that theit
images were  imprinted on co a large photogtaph  of the Buddha’s mouth mounted on
the  wall. ‘The Buddha’s  mouth bocb  speaks to us and simult.meously  conceals. It
becomes an obvious site for exchange, and in its sumptuousness reminds us of a desire
CO kiss.’

The following year Biswas created the  installation piece Samd  Spm,  in which
she continued to experiment, metaphorically and literally, with the physical installa-
tion space. Halogen lights installed outside the  room’s window cast the shadow of
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this intervening window into the toom  itself, reminding one of both  the outside and
inside. The interior revealed two walls flanked by pastel and line drawings: &tee  on
one side, one above the other  altogether measuring some eighteen feet. On the atbet
side wete  two  latge  drawings similarly arranged. Placed between were  a series of ten
small photographic litho  films revealing ritualistic imprmts  of feet treading sand.
Sand itself is symbolic of eroded rock, also shifting m  natme.

In the fall of ,990, following an invitation to take up a fellowship at the
Bad-f  Centre  for the Arts  in Alberta,  Canada - where she was to stay for fout
months - Biswas began the Synapse  series by  turning to the slides taken in India
She set up a studio space in which she projected partialat  images on to a paper
screen, experimenting with them, and tinally  engaging  in what was essenfly  a
private performance mode - the literal interaction of her self with the projected
slides. The resulting work, a documentation of this, is moved from a private to a
public context, that of the gallery space. In this public space we are  confronted by
a wods  body that crosses into an imaginary  projected space.

, In her original conception of the installation, Biswas had thought to

1 employ  mote representational  references to maps. She had toyed with c&aging

I map fragments on to a drawing, but  after  much consideration decided that  it was
the  concept ofmapping,  as opposed to the  literal transfer  of information, that was
sign&cant ‘In this, it is close to the concepts behind the early religious and socio-
geographic Indian maps.’ What resulted, in lieu of an image mote literally repte-
sencing  the topography of her psycho-geographic journey, was a huge
line-and-graphic drawing of a woman  on nine assembled sheets of sumptuous
handmade  cotton-rag paper.  The wolnan  appeats  to float rather than lie upon  the
white space of the papet.  Her  face and weighty figure, with its strong breasts and
thighs, ate meticulously drawn, while her atms  and lower legs are faintly outlined.
What is so extraordinary about this wolnan  is that her eyes ate open, her gdze  fixed.
She is unabashedly, comfortably and formidably present she appears also quite
unknowing  of out gaze. Her  powerful body has begun  to emerge from  the papet
just as the body of Biwas appears to emerge ftom  or sink into the various ptojec-
tions.  In no way do any of the figutes  recall the formidably long tradition of the
prone female nude by the likes of Titian, Rubens,  Ingres,  Manet  and Matisse. The
female nudes they might recall ate either by women artists - Frida  K&lo and
Kithe Kollwitz  - or in Indian sculpture.
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The nine photographs are large (52 x 4.q  in). They astonish me with  their
scale and  the richness of their blacks, the subtleties of their surfaces, their lighu
and shadows.

In several of the S?napprr  series we see a recurring motif. a certain stone
statne  of an armless female f&e.  Biswa.s  is not bothered by the particulars of
which goddess the figure  represents: indeed she prefers its anonymity. The goddess
sits comfortably in a narrow stage-like space framed by two columns, and towards
the bottom of the image we experience a fluid sense of the projection, which
reminds us  of its impermanence. In some of the Synapse  series there is the ttadi-
tional  contrast of flesh and stone: at other times the scone is soft  and the flesh solid.
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But mmt  strongly of all, I feel and see  the body, the literal female  body
present in the work.  Always there is the  body of B&as:  sometimes whole, borne-
times close-up parts-the belly, the hands - as she  stands, extends herself length-
wise or sits on her knees. Only once do we fully catch ha gaze. In thii particular
image, her seated figure is half immersed in an  almost black shadow that plays
across  her body and face -indeed, we can only see one of her eyes. On the lit ride
ofher body are  tattoo-like  striations created by the projected patterns of the sculp-
tured temple fqade behind her.  (Significantly, the  fqade is fmm  one  of the famous
Khajuraho  temples in central India, temples rediscovered by the British in the
nineteenth camy.)  Her fietce  gaze and her centrally placed  body in the front
plane, together  with her shadow  which looms to bet  left and the  water-like blurted
teflections  of the  building to her tight, block out access  to the illuminated  world
of the temple behind her.

The S~napsr  installation marks  a confluence of&at is the definite,  indeed
defiant, ptesence  of the women characters in  Biswas’s  earlier paintings and the
metaphorical spaces  of the rgSpgo installations. It is an  intriguing set of
sequences. First, she sets  out in paint the  active, powerful and higbly tangible



presence and voice of the women. Second, she employs oblique lightings and pro-
jections to  create the literal spaces of Awta  and Sarnd  Spur  in which the imprints
of the sacred are  to  be found Third, in Synnprr.  her own body becomes a sort of
lightning-rod, a touchstone for memmy.  Only now does she herself enter the
sacred space. Yet we do not witness a live performance but rather the traces of
such: the photographic representation of the artist’s body enmeshed with the pro-
jections. Dreamlike, these images represent a complex psycho-geographic journey
in which the language  of representation is contested’

B&was  has returned to Canada  to prepare the  installation in Vancouver. Her work
is no longer here, only the ghostly resonances of its images and the echoes of the
conversations between US.  For me, the  last two months have been a journey of
increasing immersion in Bisw’s  cultural and visual  worlds. Equally, I have
explored my own worlds. I have  re-immersed myself  in my  English baAground,
and for the  first time have begun, despite the particularities of my b&ground,
upbringing and shift of homes, fo  acknowledge the inescapable impact of coloni-
alism on my own  cultural ‘imprinting’. I have been immersed not only in Biswas’s
art but more broadly in speculating about the  role it may play in the cultural
debates that are currently taking place internationally, including in EngLand  the
United States and Canada She has much to  contribute to  these  various debates.
Biswas’s  nansc&uraJ  perspective encourages/allows  her to  return unabashedly,
yet with elegant theoretical complexity, to  the subject of a wom&  body, co&t-
ing  her body with those of Indian goddess sculptures. To represent the  woman’s
body with such presence is highly unusual  these days, given the charged critical
debate around  the politics of such a representation Biswasb  entrance into this con-
tested territory suggests that it may well be artists like Biswas  - rather  than
critic-historians - whose new ways of representing the body will allow  us  all to
re-enter  the space of the  body and female sexuality, which belongs to US  as women.
In this arena as in others, Biswa  is mapping old lands  that need fresh topograph-
ical surveys, as weU  a.5 foraying into new lands. It is in these terrains that we WilJ
be able to  expand our  exchanges, in the context of art-making, about the  ways
culture,  race, gender, class and  memory help share  our identities. It is within these
imprinted spaces that we may be able to  speak with more  freedom to  one another
about our shared future  in &is  world of ours.
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